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Cyber Risk Management

FortifyData’s Cybersecurity Risk Management Platform 
enables organizations to identify and manage risk across 
their entire attack surface. Our platform uses advanced 
vulnerability and threat detection technology to assess 
and quantify the risk associated with the people, 
processes and technology, for an organization and its 
third parties.
 
The FortifyData platform was built to provide an 
integrated view of cybersecurity risks across external 
networks, internal networks, cloud misconfigurations and 
third parties exposures. The platform uses machine 
learning algorithms to analyze live data against thousands 
of unique data points, using qualitative and quantitative 
risk assessment methodologies, giving organizations an 
integrated view of the cyber risk factors across an 
organization's entire threat landscape along actionable 
guidance to improve the organization’s risk posture. 

Integrated Cybersecurity Risk Management Use Cases

Attack Surface Management
Get an Attackers View of Your Business – 
Gain visibility of your known and unknown 
risks associated with external assets 
related to Shadow IT, remote/hybrid work 
and DevOps activities for e�ective cyber 
risk management.

Risk-Based Vulnerability Management
Get a view of the vulnerabilities that have 
the most impact to your organization. 
FortifyData’s platform uses a prioritized 
risk approach that considers context 
through asset classification, threat 
likelihood and business impact, so you 
know where to focus your time and 
resources.

Application Security Risk
Web applications and API security are 
front and center as they are identified as a 
leading cause of data breaches. 
assessments of application specific 
vulnerabilities, such as cross-site scripting 
(xss), misconfigurations, broken 
authentications and more.

Internal Security Risk
Stay vigilant for changes to your internal risk 
posture from unauthorized access, insider 
threats and misconfigurations. 

Cloud Security Assessments
Dynamic technologies and processes can 
lead to inadvertent changes and exposures 
a�ecting your cloud security posture. 
Monitor your cloud environment for 
misconfigurations and opportunities for 
hardening.

Third-Party Risk Management & Third 
Party Questionnaire Management
Today’s interconnected supply chain means 
risks from third-parties a�ect your 
enterprise risk. Get live assessment data of 
your third-party vulnerabilities and threats 
that can a�ect you, and visibility into their 
compliance against frameworks for your 
third-party program with auto-validated 
questionnaires leveraging the live 
assessment data of their environment.



Core Capabilities

Get Started

For more information about FortifyData’s Cyber Risk Management Platform, contact 
1-888-396-4110, info@fortifydata.com, or visit our website at:

www.fortifydata.com

Accurate Auto-Asset Discovery
Reduce asset misattributions with FortifyData's auto asset discovery capability. While other 
solutions can take up to 4 months to update new asset inventory, we continuously search 
and identify new assets on a weekly basis.

Data Accuracy
FortifyData collects data through both active and passive assessment methodologies, not 
relying on historical, OSINT data. We continuously re-assess to make sure all attack surface 
data is timely and accurate.

Dark Web Intelligence
Our proprietary intelligence feeds alert clients when data has been compromised, either 
within your organization or through a third party entity. Through continuous dark/deep web 
scanning of files and databases across social media, un-indexed and transient deep 
websites, we will alert you of exposed company records, including leaked information, stolen 
credentials and confidential documents.

Infrastructure Security Assessment
We conduct full and continuous vulnerability assessments of your internal and external 
infrastructure. These non-intrusive scans send transmissions to the network’s nodes, 
uncovering weaknesses. This assessment provides insight on a company’s infrastructure 
security risks, allowing you to quickly and accurately identify, investigate and prioritize.

Cloud Configuration
Dynamic technologies and processes can lead to inadvertent changes and exposures 
a�ecting your cloud security posture. FortifyData will monitor your cloud for 
misconfigurations and opportunities for hardening, and we provide actionable 
recommendations to continuously improve your cloud security posture.

FortifyData’s patented configurable scoring model presents a direct indication
of breach susceptibility that considers the likelihood of threat scenarios, asset
classifications and risk impact to the organization. Clients can assign and
modify weights attached to each cybersecurity risk category when calculating
custom scores. This enables users to increase/decrease the relative impact
of individual cybersecurity risks compared to the impact of these risks
producing a more accurate view of the organization’s risk profile than using
open source intelligence data.

Configurable Scoring Model


